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It’s a Guy Thing, Shhhh! 
By Radhika Seth 11/10/2011 

Condom Cap is a simple packaging design that will always make you roll the darn thing ‘the right way.’ Blame it on bad lighting, the nerves or 

whatever; but struggling to put it on right is not how you want to get intimate. Do I hear a collective sigh of relief? Yeah, Condom Cap is your 

answer my loves! 

Designers: Yen-Ting Chiang, Sheng-hung Lee & Wen-Ling Huang 
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The world’s first ‘wearable’ pain-killer uses dual- The Boston Dynamics Robot Dog has a $225 sibling that 
light therapy to boost healing, and is on 40% follows voice commands 
discount On the one hand, you’ve got incredibly capable AI that has 

some scary implications for the human race… but on the other Kineon’s MOVE+ Pro isn’t your average health wearable. While 

hand, you have… most wearables track your health, the MOVE+ Pro improves it. 

Also known as a portable light… 

+4.5 Paper Cup by Hongseok Kim and Inhye Hwang This chair design concept uses anthropometric studies 
to construct ergonomic seating from cardboard Yes, this is the exact name of this disposable cup and don’t ask 

me why! All I can tell you is that the cup handle… Cardboard Chair Process Book is a chair design concept that 

constructs custom chairs from cardboard based on 

anthropometric studies and client interviews. Goldilocks was 

right–the comfort… 

These 3D printed needle covers were designed to put Doggy Bag for Dogs 
children at ease during vaccinations! Packing food for my pup, Nugget, is sometimes the last thing on 

my mind when we’re on the run. I inevitably buy more food Needles can be scary and I am saying that as an adult, so I can 

than… only imagine the fear children must feel. Post the pandemic,… 
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Instant Fix With Instant Stir Brick Lego Homes! 
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